Chrome OS & Coracle supporting
digital inclusion using in-cell
technology
Coracle provides an in-cell device and digital learning platform as an integrated and
managed service to prisons across England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Their dedicated and security vetted staff are on hand to support prisons from initial
familiarisation through to full deployment.
As an approved HMPPS solution in 25 prisons (Nov 2021) across England, Wales
and NI, Coracle are already having a positive impact on prison residents lives.

See the impact

“...offenders in their cell can take advantage of technology to take
a bit of control and responsibility for their life. To be masters of
their own destiny, even in the institutional setting of a prison, and

Make the most of time inside
with thousands of in-cell
learning opportunities

Impact stories

start preparing themselves.”

The Justice Secretary, Dominic Raab

£15
Billion

Cost of reoffending to society
according to the MOJ

Story One - CV preparation immediately
before release

Story Two - Supporting a vulnerable prisoner
in a successful parole application

Background

Background

Shortly before release a prison-based DWP advisor

Mr R was an education mentor serving an indeterminate

suggested that prisoner Mr. W should prepare a CV to

sentence and living on a vulnerable prisoners’ wing.

support job applications.
Solution

Solution
The prison issued a Coracle Chromebook to Mr. W who
was able to prepare a professionally formatted CV in his
cell without impacting his kitchen work or him needing
access to an education department computer.
Impact

In the run up to his parole application, the prison issued
Mr. R with a Coracle Chromebook, pre-loaded with
self-guided employability and personal development
eLearning. After completing the initial modules
he became increasingly engaged and went on to
successfully complete 18 different modules from his cell.

Mr W used the Chromebook to draft and refine his CV in
his own time. The prison printed hard copies for Mr W

Impact

of his own CV to carry out of the prison. By syncing the

The prisoner highlighted his use of the Chromebook and

devices, Coracle shared an electronic version of the CV

the evidence (certificates) generated on it to support his

with the prison that could be shared with Mr. W, the DWP

successful parole application. Mr. R was released on

and potential employers.

license to return to his family.

I would like to thank the Coracle team and the developers
of this application and congratulate on a job well done!
I would like to hope that this would be implemented
across the prisons sector.
I am sure as well as myself that many others will
appreciate using the application and most of all it will
benefit us all in our journey to employment.

“The Chromebook has been great and a big help in
supporting my parole application. It’s not just the
education but some of the other materials are really
good. Many of the boys would really be interested in
some of the films and TED talks which I found useful.”

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Contact

Submit

Deploy

Speak to Coracle to
discuss your individual
prison requirements and
agree service level.

Submit your requirements
to HMPPS commercial
team.

Deploy devices to your
prison and coordinate
Coracle support to you
prison residents.

Get started

Speak to Coracle today
01638 354600
support@coracleinside.com
www.coracleinside.com

